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Translation text 
  

The attitude towards Lithuanians from German and Russian perspective was different. From 

Russian point of view where Communism ideology was integrated into Russian perspective, 

Lithuanians appeared as representatives of Capitalistic society who lived better but they needed 

to be reformed based on Socialistic or Communistic ideology. German attitude towards 

Lithuanians at that time was different. Germans considered themselves a higher race in 

comparison with Lithuanians. Such attitude first appeared in public places with inscriptions 

"Only for Germans". The plan (SS plan to enslave Lithuanians) of course existed. It was devised 

in secret in Germany under so called name "Ost" which was not only for Lithuanians but also for 

other Eastern European nationalities. However, the creation of that plan was terminated in 1943 

when Germany started to lose the war. During the war, officially the plan was not made public, 

however, based on what Lithuanians experienced during that period, i.e. forced conscription and 

transport to hard labor locations in Germany, it is possible to interpret these facts that the plan 

was being carried out but without public knowledge about it.  

 

When the Soviets returned, did they have a plan what they wanted to do in Lithuania and 

for Lithuania? 

 

Yes, indeed, in 1944 such plan was prepared by Soviets about what to do in Lithuania territory 

after it is taken back from Germans. In 1944, when Germans retreated, and Soviets again were in 

full control of Lithuania, they started to carry this plan out. Probably, the first step of that plan 

was to arrest people who participated in the 1941st June's uprising, also people who were 

released from Soviet jails/camps during the war and those people who collaborated with German 

occupying forces in Lithuania. We must remember that thousands of Lithuanians got involved 

with Nazi Germany government in Lithuania during the war, for example, with German-

controlled police force. So, in another words, there were two main targets in initial arrests by 

Soviets: key people from former independent Lithuania who somehow managed to escape 

Soviet's repression in 1941 and people who collaborated with Germans during the war. It should 

be noted that everything had been planned out prior to the return of the Red Army and Soviet 

rule to Lithuania. Officials who had left upon the withdrawal of the Red Army in 1941 stayed 

busy in Moscow, fabricating plans for the continuation of terror tactics which were coupled with 

the implementation of various reforms. The only thing that they could not foresee in their plans 

was that there would be resistance from Lithuanians, much bigger resistance than it was in 1941.  

 

When the Soviets returned, what was the role of KGB? How did they start in re-

establishing their control? 

 

First, it should be noted that the war with Germany was still going on. As a result, at that time 

there was a state of war in Lithuania. Everything what was done by Soviets, it was declared that 

it was done for the sake of victory against Germany: all arrests, deportations or removal to 

screening camps- all for the purpose of 'defeating' Germany. But under such cover, Soviets had 

started the terror that was not war-related and it exceeded in magnitude by dozens of times the 

terror of 1940 and 1941. For example, just in one month Soviets arrested more people than 

during the entire period of 1940-1941.  
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When the KGB came back, what were their goals? What did they try to do and what did 

they do? 

 

In 1944 Soviets brought to Lithuania special army forces that belonged to KGB. The main task 

for these forces was to suppress any resistance, the first of which being resistance to the Red 

Army draft. Lithuanians avoided the draft to the German army and SS and they expected to 

avoid the draft to the Red Army, wait for the end of war and then it would be a peace conference 

where independent Lithuania State would be reinstated. However, it did not happen that way.  

 

How important was KGB in the Soviet government of Lithuania? What role did KGB play 

in the Soviet occupation? 

 

During the early Soviet occupation years KGB acted as a suppressive, fear-based force. People 

who refused to accept any decisions by Soviet government were considered enemies. For 

example, people who had been avoiding the draft to the Red Army, they were considered 

enemies and were shot by KGB military units. Such shootings, often on a massive scale, together 

with expectation to reinstate independent Lithuania state caused widespread resistance among 

people who started hiding and organizing in the forests. Eventually this led to the armed 

resistance against Soviets.  

 

Could you explain the fact that when Soviets re-occupied Lithuania they drafted all the 

Lithuanian young man into the Red Army? 

 

Indeed, it was planned to draft the majority of Lithuanian adult man. However, because of the 

widespread resistance against the draft, the majority of new recruits were brought by force. In 

other words, candidates for the draft were arrested, delivered to the Red Army units and from 

there dispatched to the German front. It is important to note that the red terror reached such a 

scale that during the first year of the second Lithuania occupation by Soviets (1944-1945) it was 

killed, not just arrested, about 12,000 Lithuanians.  

 

Could you describe the methods used to inscribe terror? How important was terror to 

Soviets, how did they create terror? 

 

Initial methods of terror were tested in West Ukraine and then implemented in Lithuania. The 

most important method, so called "burned earth" method, i.e., burning the entire village to the 

ground after hearing a single gunshot. Other methods included massive adult man arrests under 

the pretext of 'screening'. Every second Lithuanian adult man was arrested by KGB even for a 

very short time. Fear was instilled to many of them, however, others after such experience left 

for the forest.  

 

We hear about different punishments- prison, exile, Siberia, work camps and I think in 

America everyone just lumps everything as 'Siberia'. What was the difference among these 

punishments and which one was the most feared? 

 

First of all, those people who were part of the armed resistance- they had to be destroyed on spot. 

Those people who had to be arrested- they were jailed in Lithuania for a short period of time and 
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most of them then deported to Siberia's jails and concentration camps. Arrested people families, 

including children often were also exiled to Siberia to the forced labor camps. If they refused to 

work, then it would be impossible for them to survive without any food. Also, I want to add that 

based on statistical data collected by us the rate of mortality for deported (e.g., Gulag 

concentration camps) and exiled (e.g., forced labor camps) people was similar. The mortality 

was dependent on their surroundings: in the Gulag camps it was in the hands of guards, while in 

exile it depended on local people. So, they had to help each other to survive.  

 

The Soviets seemed to have a concern with legitimacy with going all the motions in being a 

legitimate government. Everything was based on power with all these trials that KGB did, 

however, they wanted to look everything legal and legitimate. This looks like a puzzle. 

Could you expand on this? 

 

First of all, Soviet Union considered Lithuania as part of their territory and Lithuanians as their 

citizens with whom they could do anything. This was despite of the fact that foreign countries 

didn't recognize the annexation of Lithuania. From another side, the law of Soviet Union didn't 

allow to perform such actions which were carried out against Lithuanians. According to the 

Stalin constitution, no mass deportations could happen. But they were happening. So officially 

Soviet Union kept declaring one thing but in reality, their actions were completely different. 

They used double standards. On a paper, Soviet Union guaranteed the same human rights as in 

any democratic state but in reality, that was not the case. 

 

Under Soviet occupation, in Lithuania how many people were arrested, deported, 

disappeared? 

 

Under Soviet occupation, about 350,000 people or 14% of the whole population were arrested, 

deported or killed. At the time the total population of Lithuania was about 2.5 million. So, every 

seventh Lithuanian was a victim of the red terror.  

 

It's an American psychological question. If you were to look at the KGB as one person, as a 

person with personality, how would you describe that person? 

 

If we were talking about those times and KGB as a person, then such a person would be Russian-

speaking, in another words, he speaks in a foreign language. Such a person may not differ in 

anything else except that he would distinguish himself as a foreigner because of the language.  

 

Has ever been a study on the profile of a KGB agent in terms of his personality? They 

tortured so many people and yet how do you make of that - someone who would torture so 

easily and then go home and play with their kids?  

 

Ideology was one factor that made them do what they did. According to the class-based 

ideology, part of a society was enemies- socially dangerous people who need to be eliminated. If 

Nazi Germany followed principles based on racism, Soviet Union followed principles based on 

social class. Any action against such people was justified. So, these KGB agents justified their 

inhuman actions for the sake of so called 'better life' in the future, that by liquidating these 

people they would live better.  
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For 50 years Lithuanians lived under Soviet and KGB control, what did Soviets do to 

them? What happens when you live under that kind of terror for 50 years? What happens 

to the nation? 

 

The nation that lives for 50 years under fear, first of all it becomes dependent on the only master, 

i.e., the Soviet state. The state was supposed to provide a job, a salary, anything that was 

required for a living. The state made people to be dependent on it. Even after 15 years of 

Lithuania's independence we can still observe such dependence. People who spent most of their 

lives under the Soviet rule, they are still not independent, they don't know how to live as free 

people. They expect that someone will do everything for them and they are ready to live by 

minimum means- satisfied with what they are given. I can say that a big part of older Lithuanian 

people has not left the boundaries of their village, they haven't been even in the Lithuania's 

capital Vilnius. They used to live under such repression that they lost any mobility, any ability to 

seek for bigger goals- just strictly carrying out orders from above.  

 

Soviet occupation and terror made people be submissive to the state. However today such 

submissiveness is expressed in a different way- through distrust. Distrust in your government and 

in your own abilities. If we compare occupations (by Nazi Germany and Soviet Russia), it is hard 

to compare them. The occupation by Nazi Germany took only three years, and the occupation by 

Soviet Russia lasted 50 years. The three-year occupation by Nazi Germany made great harm (in 

terms of lost life) to Jews, much less to Lithuanians. The 50-year occupation by Soviet Russia 

made especially great harm to Lithuanians, in all terms including the lost life. When we 

remember the red terror, it is important to mention that even today there are a lot of people in 

Lithuania who profited from that terror, profited from that fear and today they probably would 

like to forget all that. These days the society is divided, one part would prefer to forget the terror 

completely and the other part wants to remind to those who governed during Soviet occupation 

about all the terror, crimes and human right violations they did. 

 


